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Afghan opposition meets in Germany as presidential 

elections looms 

 

 

August 16, 2013  

 

According to reports, a number of political opposition leaders of Afghanistan met in Germany to 

discuss the current political affairs of the country. 

The meeting comes in line with the growing efforts by various political parties to form coalition 

as the presidential elections are getting closer. 
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The summit was reportedly organized with the support of Turkey, and was attended by Haji 

Mohammad Mohaqiq, leader of the Islamic Unity Party of Afghanistan (Hezb-e-Wahdat Islami), 

Ahmad Zia Massoud, head of the national coalition of Afghanistan. 

Former afghan intelligence — National Directorate of Security (NDS) also participated in the 

meeting along with Faizullah Zaki, spokesman for the National Movement of Afghanistan led by 

Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum. 

An official speaking on the condition of anonymity confirmed the summit of organized in 

Munich, however, the source did not disclose further information regarding the meeting. 

This comes as a similar meeting was organized in Berlin earlier in 2012, and was attended by 

number of the Afghan government opposition leaders including Ahmad Zia Massoud Chief of 

the National Coalition, Abdul Rashid Dostum Leader of the National Islamic Movement of 

Afghanistan, Mohammad Mohaqiq Leader of the Islamic Unity Party of Afghanistan, Amrullah 

Saleh Former Chief of Afghan Intelligence (National Directorate for Security). 

The oppposition leaders met with the met with the senior congress members of the United States 

of America and discussed the issues of Afghanistan. 

The main agenda of the meeting was the formation of a decentralized political system in 

Afghanistan, which was shared by opposition leaders with the US congress members at Berlin 

city in Germany. 

The delegation of the US congress members included Dana Rohrabacher senior member of the 

Foreign Affairs Committee, Loouie Gohmert, Steve King and Loretta Sanchez. 

 


